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White Paper on the Key Decision Log 
Backbone Incident 7/1-7/21/09 

 

 

The Key Decision Log concept arises from research on organizational learning and 
organizational performance. It is intended to capture events and decisions that have a 
significant impact on the trajectory of an incident, capturing the factors presenting or 
creating a need, the decision or action taken by decision-makers, an outline of the 
rationale or basis for the decision, and the decision-makers subjective assessment of 
how that action or decision is likely to affect incident outcomes. Its purpose is to 
provide a basis for reflection and learning at multiple scales – individual, team, entire 
organization. It is still in a developmental and exploratory state in the federal wildland 
fire community. 
 
One of the intended uses of an incident Key Decision Log (KDL) is to provide a quick 
reference – even text - for a final fire narrative that links incident direction with 
outcomes. In this context, the KDL assists in assessing and documenting 
organizational performance – how a group or set of groups move from articulating 
intent and direction to achieving actual outcomes.   
 
The wildland fire environment is highly dynamic with many inter-related parts moving 
simultaneously with minimal direction or communication. At any one time, several if 
not many people are making critical assessments and decisions. Small changes and 
seemingly small, inconsequential situations can have enormous consequences, 
raising the question of what the right amount of detail is needed or practical to capture 
in a KDL. One way of defining the ‘sweet’ spot  for the ideal level of detail in a KDL is 
when it adequately describes the main story-line of events for each of the major facets 
of an incident.   
 
What follows is an initial merging of strategic direction provided through the 
Delegation of Authority, the Wildland Fire Decision Support System with 
implementation direction in the daily Incident Action Plans (IAP) and implementation 
actions as tracked by the KDL. These are organized around the topic bullets of the 
Letter of Delegation: safety, ecology/land management, operations, fiscal 
effectiveness, decision-making, tribal and public relations.  
 
This is a first cut at such a document and is raw. Your feedback is critical in assessing 
the value and future direction of this experiment. Please contact Anne Black, 
aeblack@fs.fed.us 406.370.1513. 
 
The KDL is a password protected application on the interagency Famweb’s test 
server: http://famtest.nwcg.gov/fam-web/. 
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SAFETY 
 

Directions and Intent 
• Safety will be the number one consideration in determining strategies and tactics to 

suppress these fires. [Letter of Delegation] 

 

• Safety of firefighters and the public will receive the highest priority.  Management of 

risk and exposure to firefighters will be a primary consideration in operational 

activities. [WFDSS Objective] 

 

• Provide for safe aviation operations.  Use System Safety Aviation Guide for 

assessment and mitigation of aviation operations. [WFDSS Incident Requirement] 
 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 
Incident Action Plan Direction 
 
  Objectives 

• Safety of firefighters and the public will receive the highest priority. Management of 

risk and exposure to firefighters will be a primary consideration in operational 

activities.  

 

  204 Special Instructions 
• Be especially aware of snag danger in 10 year old Megram Fire area 

 
 

Key Decision Logs 
 
7-JUL-09         

Decision: Develop a 24-7 medical and emergency response plan appropriate to this incident, in 
response to delegation, known hazards, shifting strategies and tactics every day. Ensure 
internal and external cooperators are fully briefed and familiar with respective capabilities and 
protocols. We identified a number of medivac sites for day and night operations with Lat-Long, 
provided to air medivac personnel. Developed a color scheme (blue medivac sites, red hazard, 
green trail) and sticks were provided to medivac teams and safety officers in the field.  
Rationale: Existing plan was adequate for a Type III organization, but the greater complexity of 
a full long-duration, wilderness response with high number of people and aircraft required 
comprehensive coordination (internally and externally).  

Leads: SOF, OPS, Comms 
 
8-JUL-09         

Decision: Order a helicopter with short haul capability. 
Rationale: A helicopter with short haul capability is needed to facilitate extracting a seriously 
injured fire fighter from the fire line. The Grand Canyon NPS T-3 helicopter N407PA arrived 
on 7/8/09/. This is the most effective way to transport seriously injured or ill fire-fighters from 
the line. The medivac helicopter performs rescue missions with 1-2 people so the other 
members of the crew are working as helitack on other helicopters. The helitack crews are vital 
to our operations. 
Leads: OPS, LSC, SOF 
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11-JUL-09        
Decision: Allow light fitness level as requirement for non-fire fighter working on or near the line, 

such as Forest Service Archeologists and Resource Advisors. 
Rationale: Provide clarity on this incident. 
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC  

 
13-JUL-09        

Decision: Recognized need to provide ALS for new spike camps (in southern portion of fire). 
Moved one EMT paramedic from a Division near a road with nearby ALS to one remote 
crew\'s location. The second paramedic became available when 3 divisions were combined 
after having met their control objectives. This paramedic was moved to the second new spike 
camp. 
Rationale: Our commitment is to provide 24 hr advanced life support to all personnel spiking 
out on the line. Today we lost that ability due to divisions sharing a EMT-Paramedic going in 
separate directions and who are now spiking in different camps. 
Leads: SOF, OPS, MEDL 

 
Decision: Arranged remote check-in and check-out for crews who were coming from North of the 

fire and who were assigned to the North end of the fire. Met and discussed logistical and 
financial implications of not bringing crews through ICP for check-in and check-out 
(inspections supplies timesheets travel). Developed protocol to deliver to remote base-camp 
manager and Branch Chief to assure that procedures were handled correctly. They will FAX 
their time in ICP will prepare and FAX to them they\ll sign and FAX back. Basecamp manager 
will collect supplies. Someone will do vehicle inspections. For a copy of the protocol contact: 
Darrel Schwilling;  dschwilling@fs.fed.us. 
Rationale: The action saved the crews of six hours of driving on windy narrow roads just to 
check-in and check-out. 

 
14-JUL-09        

Decision: Forest Supervisor requested that we not open up the main public river access site (big 
rock) to either day use or put in as we had planned to do on Thursday. 
Rationale: There is sufficient operational use of that area to warrant maintaining separation 
between air operations (the helispot is located near the access) and the public. 
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC, Command and General staff 

 
17-JUL-09          

Issue: A S-61 helicopter crashed at heliwell H. Both pilots walked away. One refused medical 
assistance, the other was transported to Redding where he was evaluated and released. 

Description: Incident within incident protocols were enabled. All personnel involved did an 
excellent job - on-scene response, communications, medical, other fire personnel. Normal 
incident radio traffic and air operations were quickly resumed. 

Rationale: There has been a big emphasis on protocols to incidents-within-incidents. The team 
was asked at the beginning by all AA’s to really have a solid plan and to provide them copy - 
which they provided input into. This has been a result of lessons learned last year. We built a 
single protocol from the variations between NIMO and the Type 2; trained with comm unit 
folks, med unit, and safety. We discussed it a lot with people on the line. It worked smoothly 
as planned. One reason may be that the tool was simple enough that even those on the line 
who weren’t part of the team discussions were able to successfully use it. 

Outcomes and Learning:   Safety developed and coordinated several activities prior to the crash 
that facilitated smooth and successful operations.  
1. A 3-part tool was developed that includes a 1 pg 206 Medical plan and a 1 page incident-

within-incident protocol for the IAP and a Comm unit protocol for ICP support that 
identifies specific roles for OSC, SOF, MED, IC, (LOGS, PIO, others as necessary). 
Multiple copies of this plan were available in the Comm Unit and were immediately 
distributed and used during the incident. Familiarity with the tool prior to the incident, and 
the tool’s simplicity were important to the outcome.  
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2. The ICS206 was reviewed and enhanced every day to ensure right-size as operation 
matured – ie, it was not static. It is a living document and process. 

3. Every other day or so, the daily safety messages focused on aviation safety or incident-
within-incident.  

4. We contacted local EMS partners (air ambulance, hospitals, ground ambulance dispatch 
centers) provided them copies of the medical and incident-within-incident plans, and 
discussed respective capabilities. 

5. Two of three forests have a hospital liaison program that ensures that there is someone to 
meet the patient at the hospital, provide support and continuity of agency involvement.  

6. Safety held two formal briefs with Ops on this and actively trained, gaming the plan more 
than once with radio operators, medical, comms, safety personnel.  

7. Several non-emergency medical transports provided practice. After action reviews following 
these further strengthened relationships and fine-tuned the process.  

Contact Rich Rubin SOF2, rrubin@aptosfire.com or Gene Madden SOF1 
gmadden@fs.fed.us for more information. 

Leads: Ops, IC, Command and General, Communications, Medical, Safety, field fire personnel 
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Land Management 
 

Directions and Intent 
 

• Protection of Threatened and Endangered Species habitat, anadromous fisheries and 

wilderness values are a primary objective. An objective for the Backbone Incident is to 

safely contain the fire with as little impact to Wilderness values as possible. [Letter of 

Delegation] 

• The use of chainsaws, para-cargo drops, aerial ignition and aviation resources, 

including the use of bucket drops and retardant must be coordinated with the Resource 

Advisor or the Line Officer Representative and this use must be documented daily.” 

[Letter of Delegation] 

• The Klamath and Shasta Trinity will provide a Resource Advisor as needed” …. To 

provide guidance on activities that impact or fall under the Northwest Forest Plan and 

Land Management Plans. [Letter of Delegation] 

• Minimize effects of high severity fire from burnouts to protect anadromous fish habitat 

and wildlife structural components such as snags, duff and coarse woody debris. 

[WFDSS Incident Objective] 

• Wherever feasible, helispots, staging areas and spike camps will be located (a) outside 

wilderness or (b) so as to have the least impact to wilderness values.  Additional 

helispots will not be constructed without District Ranger or Agency Representative 

approval. [WFDSS Incident Objective] 

• Provide for firefighter safety in areas burned over in 1999 Megram Fire, especially as 

related to falling procedures.  Assess risk versus gain in all falling operations.  Many of 

the large standing snags will not be safe to cut and should be avoided.  Give specific 

direction for tactics that account for responsible risk management.  Trees and snags 

should be felled only if they pose a threat to firefighter safety or contribute to the risk 

of wildfire spread across control features.   Fall and leave snags, do not buck them up 

into cookies.  Flush cut stumps. [WFDSS Incident Requirement]  

• Minimize spread of noxious weeds throughout the incident. [WFDSS Incident 

Objective] 

• Retardant [WFDSS Incident Requirement]: 

- Minimize use of retardant in wilderness.  Use water as the first choice if it will be 

effective to meet planned daily operational strategy. 

- When retardant is used, maintain a tally of all retardant drops and provide a map of 

drop locations.  Notify lead Resource Advisor, if assigned, and Line Officer in case 

of any inadvertent drops. 

• Water use from lakes [WFDSS Incident Requirement]: 

- Do not use Red Cap Lake, Water Dog Lake or Pony Lake. 

- Dipping is allowed in Rock Lake, provided refill capacity is maintained.  Minimum 

water level will be identified by the Klamath National Forest. 

- Dipping is allowed in Mill Creek Lakes, provided refill capacity is maintained.  

Minimum water level will be identified by the Six Rivers National Forest. 
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• Management of Didymosphenia geminata  

- Limit spread of Didymosphenia geminata, a species of freshwater diatom.  Avoid 

cross contamination of watersheds by sterilizing aerial and ground carrying water 

systems before using them between two different waterways (New, Trinity, 

Salmon, Klamath). [WFDSS Incident Objective] 

- Use of the Trinity River mainstem is prohibited from any water drafting operations 

due to the potential spread of Didymosphenia geminata, otherwise known as "rock 

snot", or until additional science is made available. [WFDSS Incident Objective]  

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
IAP Direction 
  Objectives 

• Management of Didymosphenia geminata  

- Limit spread of Didymosphenia geminata, a species of freshwater diatom.  Avoid 

cross contamination of watersheds by sterilizing aerial and ground carrying water 

systems before using them between two different waterways (New, Trinity, 

Salmon, Klamath). [IAP Incident Objectives] 

- Use of the Trinity River mainstem is prohibited from any water drafting operations 

due to the potential spread of Didymosphenia geminata, otherwise known as "rock 

snot", or until additional science is made available. [IAP Incident Objectives]  

204 Special Instructions 
• Consult with READs, HTGC and ARCH to protect sensitive cultural resources and 

prior to location sling sites, helispots, and spike camps. 

• Use MIST tactics in the Wilderness 

• No dipping from Water Dog and Red Cap lakes 

• Minimize dipping from Mill Creek lake (poor recharge rate) 

• Follow special instructions found in Suppression Repair Plan by Division (attached to 

IAP) 

• In divisions where suppression activities are completed, begin Stage 1 suppression 

repair. Water bars are to be constructed as the crew abandons an area of secure fireline. 

  
Key Decision Logs 
   

Issue: After planning meeting discussion centered on helo dips in the Trinity and Klamath rivers. IC 
still has not received AA delegation or direction on how to proceed. Interpretations of the 
discussion from the meeting two days ago were divergent - with one interpretation being that 
the Trinity was to be used for only emergencies. Tonight\'s discussion determined that our 
approach will be that helos dipping in the Trinity would not dip in the Klamath unless they had 
their buckets/tanks disinfected. IC requests specific direction from the AA. 
Rationale: The presence of Didymo and the importance of managing spread is an emergent 
issue that was not addressed in the Delegation or in WFDSS documents. There is no policy in 
place yet, and no written direction to the team from the AA as to how to manage. 
Leads: AA, IC (July 14) 

       
Decision: AA will clarify direction for team. IMT, meanwhile, will not drip in the Trinity River (a 

contaminated source) and then another stream without first disinfecting the bucket. The only 
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exception is for safety. Asked the RA to identify on a map those water sources where we can 
dip. It would also be helpful to know and be able to communicate to the field why certain 
sources are not available. 
Rationale: This single cell diatom has been found in the Trinity River at Hawkins Bar. It is very 
transmittable and we need to figure out a way to avoid transmission to currently clear areas - 
New, Klamath, Salmon river drainages. This could potentially complicate operations, resulting 
in longer distances, more ships needed and increased exposure. 
Leads: Air Ops, IC, AA, FS, OPS (July 11) 
 

 
Decision: Discussion after planning meeting resulted in agreement to set up weed washing 

stations at Forks and ICP. Vehicles will be washed upon initial arrival at the incident bases 
and when demob for travel home. 
Rationale: Minimize spread of noxious weeds.. same as previous entry on issue. 
Leads: IC, Forest Supervisor, Forest Liaisons, Resource Advisors (July 14) 

 
Decision: Forest Supervisor requested the IMT set up vehicle weed washing stations at both Forks 

and ICP. 
Rationale: Protecting the weed eradication effort in the Forks area from new infestations. 
Minimizing spread of noxious weeds generally. 
Leads: IC, AA, Klamath FS (July 14) 

 
13-JUL-09      

Issue: Permission obtained to use mechanical equipment on wilderness side of Mill Creek Rd to 
prepare a primary contingency line. 
Rationale: Prepare a primary contingency line and protect Hoopa Reservation lands. 
Leads: Regional Forester, IC, AA, FS, Tribal Liaison 
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Operations 
 

Directions and Intent 
 

• I request the incident provide initial attack support on National Forest lands within the 

Trinity Alps Wilderness area and within the designated Temporary Flight Restriction 

(TFR) area. [Letter of Delegation] 

• Contain the fire east of Devil's Backbone, south of the Salmon Divide, north of Fawn 

Ridge and west of Slide Creek.  

• Conduct all fire management activities within wilderness in a manner compatible with 

overall wilderness management objectives.  Utilize Minimal Impact Suppression 

Tactics (MIST) giving preference to tactics that cause the least impact. [WFDSS 

Incident Objective]   
 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 

IAP Direction 
Objectives 

• Contain the fire east of Devil’s Backbone, south of salmon divide, north of Fawn ridge 

and west of slide creek. 

• Conduct all fire management activities within wilderness in a manner compatible with 

overall wilderness management objectives. Utilize Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST), 

giving preference to tactics that cause the least impact.  

• Locate fire camps, helispots, and other temporary facilitites or improvements outside of 

the wilderness boundary whenever feasible. Rehabilitate disturbed areas within 

wilderness to as natural an appearance as possible. 

 

204 Special Instructions 
• Consult with READs, HTGC and ARCH to protect sensitive cultural resources and 

prior to location sling sites, helispots, and spike camps. 

• Use MIST tactics in the Wilderness 
 

Key Decision Logs 
 
15-JUL-09        

Leads: IC, Deputy IC 
Decision: North Ops advised of new fire on the PNF. Heads up, may need H-512 and 2 heavy 
helicopters. We also offered Shasta Lake Type 1 crew. 
Rationale: Supporting the GACC for new fires is an expected SOP. We did determine that we 
could provide the requested A/C without critically impacting our operations. We had a Type 1 
crew in camp and unassigned. I felt it was the right thing to do to offer that resource also. We 
did assess what more we could provide, if asked. 

 
12-JUL-09         

Leads: Command and General staff 
Decision: Establish full camp for 200- 250 at Forks. Cycle crews that are spiked out on the line 
on the North end through for shower and hot meal every couple of days. Staff a PIO from 
Forks. 
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Rationale: Decrease exposure by allowing opportunity for crews to get off the line and out of 
the smoke for showers by road as opposed to helicopters. Provides additional face-to-face 
briefings and communications from ground thru to overhead. Provides public outreach and 
contact for public communications. 
 

11-JUL-09        
Leads: OSC, IC 
Decision: Send OSC to the field (7/12) to build common SA and increase communications 
with field operations. 
Rationale: Unsure field operations and OPS have the same SA regarding the use of and need 
for retardant. 

 
6-JUL-09         

Leads: IC, Forest Supervisor 
Decision: Begin preparation of old fire lines from the Megram Fire of 1999 to use as 
containment lines for indirect strategy to keep the Backbone Fire from reaching the KNF 
North and Northeast of Salmon Divide. 
Rationale: This would be the safest line for fire fighter safety. If the fire crosses this line it 
would potentially burn to the South Fork and Main Stem of the Salmon River. There are no 
viable control features between this Divide and the river. There are hazardous fuels loadings 
and many safety issues in this area and any fire lines would be mid-slope and under-slung. 
There is a threat to the community of Forks and residences on the South Fork and potentially 
Cecilville. Both directly from the fire and indirectly from smoke. 
 

4-JUL-09         
Leads: Forest Supervisors – SHF, Regional Forester, GACC 
Decision: Order a NIMO IMT to manage the Backbone Fire. 
Rationale: Complexity, expected duration and trajectory of the incident.  

 
Trinity Fire 
5-JUL-09        

Decision: Use Operations Section to provide SA to incoming Team and SHF HQ by 
performing recon and mapping. 
 

4-JUL-09  In conjunction with the SRF the decision was made to manage the remaining fire as 
the Backbone with the SRF taking the lead for now. KNF recommended ordering a NIMO 
team and the SHF concurred as a there is a high probability of a point 25 fire resulting. The 
Trinity fire can not safely be addressed until the Backbone fire is secured on the west side of 
backbone ridge. Since the potential exists for what has been referred to as a point 25 fire 
(.25) and Atlanta NIMO has been working with the forests and cooperators in preparation of 
safely and efficiently managing point 25 fires it follows that this is a preferred course of action. 
Firefighter safely and efficiency will be better served by managing the incident as one fire. 
Leads: SHF Forest Supervisor, Forest FMO  

 
Decision: Cease suppression action on the Trinity Fire. Release most resources as they can no 

longer meet objectives.  
Rationale: Decision meets fire and primary objective of providing for firefighter safety, and 
reduces cost. 

 
Decision: Reassign some suppression resources to the LT-17 Fire. 

Rationale: Firefighters would be more productive working the LT-17 fire. 
Leads: IC, AA,  Command and General staff 
 

Decision: Use pre-identified trigger points due to increased fire behavior and fire size/location. 
Rationale: Firefighter safety. 
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LeadsIC, Command and General staff 

 
Decision: Identified trigger points to provide for safety of fire fighters on the Trinity Fire based on 

risks associated with the LT-17 Fire. 
Rationale: Identified escape routes and trigger points to take action on. Use of safety zones on 
the Trinity Fire would be secondary to the escape route due to the time provided by trigger 
points and the other safety hazards related to the Safety Zones. 
Leads IC, Command and General staff 

 
Decision: Order of an additional Type 1 Helicopter (total of 3) due to one being unavailable for 

use. 
Rationale: Type 1 helicopters are needed to support line construction due to fire behavior and 
limit the amount of time exposed to ground resources. 
Leads IC, Command and General staff 
 

3-JUL-09        
Decision: Based on GACC predictive services forecast Sundays weather may present a clalenge 

to containment efforts. The current plan if winds do surface on Sunday presenting difficulties 
or inefficient operations and/or withdraw of tactical resources is required we plan to retain the 
resources require for continuing the strategy. This is due to GACC predictive services 
forecast of a cooling trend next week with rising RH providing a quiescence period and 
strategic opportunity to advance and reach containment. 
Rationale: Cost of demobilization and re-mobilization of resources for one day can not be 
financially justified and could jeopardize success of strategy and result in a lost opportunity. 
Leads FFMO, IC, Forest Supervisor 
 

Decision: AOBD ordered to coordinate air resources with SRF.  
Rationale: Safety in air operations. 
Leads IC, AA, Command and General staff 
 

Decision: Limit mop-up to only where needed to secure line. 
Rationale: Firefighter safety v. likelihood of suceess. 
Leads: IC, AA, Command and General Staff 

 
2-JUL-09         

Decision: Decision made to implement a measured response of suppression resources rather than 
staff to a maximum resource level to limit exposures to firefighters and manage suppression 
costs while evaluating effectiveness of response and strategy. 
Rationale: The fire is in a wilderness area at this time permitting a measured response an 
even more aggressive response can be considered if the fire shows signs of spreading 
outside the wilderness. This is a Risk Informed decision as it (while not expected) could result 
in escalating incident cost, complexity and exposure to firefighters while threatening 
communities and causing health hazards for the public. 
Leads: Forest FMO, IC, FS, RO, FAM 
 

Decision: Decision point set to reconsider strategy and evaluate tactics if percent of containment 
decreases or safety concerns are identified that can not be appropriately mitigated. The 
"impacts" described below are estimated if a decision is made to manage the fire over a long 
duration. 
Rationale: If strategy or tactics are not meeting objectives reevaluating the decision is 
considered prudent and appropriate. 
Leads: Forest FMO, IC, FS, RO, FAM 
 

Decision: Continue aggressive initial attack and transition to extended attack, staff with 
appropriate type and number of resources to contain and confine fire between Back Bone 
Ridge and Soldiers Creek. 
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Rationale: Indices and forecasted weather provide an opportunity to reduce long term (to a 
season ending event) exposure to firefighters and associated costs of a long term event. 
Substantially reduce health hazard to communities from long term exposure to smoke. 
Leads: Forest FMO, IC, Forest Supervisor, Regional Officer, Fire and Aviation Management 

 
Decision: Communication w/Lower Trinity RD-SRF to share resources.  

Rationale: Delayed arrival if ordered. Utlized resources temporarily. 
Leads: Forest FMO, AA 

 
 

LT-17  
5-JUL-09  Recommend ordering a Type I management team (or NIMO). 

Rationale: Complexity indicates the event is now a Type 1 event. 
Leads: District Ranger, DFMO 
 

4-JUL-09  Need to ramp up to next level of team management. Consider a Type II or a NIMO. 
Rationale: Fire spotting into Horse Linto Cr., may merge with Trinity Fire. Span of control and 
proper management considerations suggest moving up from Type III. 
Leads: District Ranger, DFMO  
 

Decision: Convert to Type III at tend of shift if no significant contaimment occurs. 
Rationale: Already have a type III organization local, and incident has increased aviation, 
logistics and complexity. 
Leads: DFMO, AA 
 

3-JUL-09  Convert management of LT-17 to Type IV. 
Rationale: Type V IC recommendation based on LT #17 escaping containment overnight. 
Snags and spotting are occurring. 
Leads: DFMO, IC, AA 
 

2-JUL-09  Return to Type IV and V organizations. 
Rationale: Successful IA on all starts. 
Leads: DFMO, AA 
 

1-JUL-09  Staff multiple lightning starts with a Type III organization. 
Rationale: Decision based on complexity analysis. 
Leads: DFMO, AA 
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Decision making 
 

Directions and Intent 
 

• The Wildland Fire Decision Support System (WFDSS) is being used as the Decision 

making process on this incident. [Letter of Delegation] 

 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 
Key Decision Logs 
 
14-JUL-09       

Decision: IC and all 3 FS’s participated in video teleconference with Chief, Phipps, Hubbard, 
Harbor - excellent discussion centered on ff exposure, risks and how these relate to the 
chosen strategy, the recognition of the opportunity to go direct and the road not chosen, such 
as point protection. 
Rationale: The Backbone is the most significant fire thus far in 2009; is the first real on-
incident test of the NIMO .25% program. 
Leads: FS Chief, IC, FS, WO 

 
13-JUL-09       

Issue: What is the proper mix of IM Team and Forest in completing/updating WFDSS? 
Rationale: There are some WFDSS issues that the Teams should probably handle and others 
that the Forest(s) should. Not clear who on the team was involved in discussions and review 
of the new updates. Just an issue that has arisen naturally in the course of implementing a 
new process. 
Leads: IC, Forest Supervisor 
 

Decision: Go direct on both Red Spot and main Backbone fire. 
Rationale: The Backbone Fire is currently burning in two separate locations: A larger fire to the 
south and a smaller fire (Red Spot) to the north. Both fires are bounded on the western side 
by completed fire line. Indirect line and direct line is also in place to the south of Backbone 
and north of Red Spot, creating a three sided box the fires lie in. The fire spread is to the 
east. The current strategy is to continue line construction eastward eventually circling the fire 
with indirect line. The anticipated time required to completely encircle the fire with indirect 
line is approximately 28 days. The 14-day direct attack would employ highly skilled crews 
working under favorable weather and fuel conditions to accomplish what would otherwise be 
accomplished with twice the level of overall exposure to a number of risk factors, including 
the hazards of fire, aviation hazards, vehicle transportation hazards, and the need for 
emergency medical services. Redeploying crews to the direct option does not increase the 
risks associated with line operations and at the same time reduces overall exposure by 
offering a high probability of concluding the incident in half the time anticipated under the 
current strategy. Risk to crews is further reduced by concluding the incident within a time 
period for which a high level of EMS response is available. 

 Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC, AA, C&G, all 3 FS 

 
11-JUL-09         

Issue: To assist in clarifying direction, then maintaining alignment, schedule and hold a During 
Incident Review with all 3 Forest Supervisors. 
Rationale: There are conflicting values and philosophies on the use of retardant between 
different administrative units. 
Leads: IC 
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7-JUL-09         
Decision: Designate one Forest Supervisor as Agency Administrator as AA for the fire, as 

opposed to designating multiple AA’s that represent their respective forests. The KNF and SHF 
each identified a Forest Liaison officer to establish a daily presence in ICP. SRF designated an 
Agency Rep who was to be the point person and contact for the Forest Liaisons. 
Consequences: Liaisons were a first and actually was a good thing when there are issues 
bring AA rep in early to cement the solutions to the problems. 
Rationale: Issues identified from last year’s fires indicate inconsistencies with direction and 
communications when dealing with an IMT operating across multiple forest boundaries. 
Forest Sups agreed that a consistent voice and contact was needed and Dep RF agreed to 
delegate/designate one Forest Sup as AA for the fire. Tyrone Kelley agreed to be the AA for 
the Backbone Fire. 
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC, Regional Forester,Command and General Staff, Deputy 
Regional Forester 
 

Decision: After the in-brief all 3 forest sups stayed and continue a discussion on strategy, 
exposure, values at risk and some of the other variables involved with this fire. We had 
unified agreement from all that the best course of action was to go direct along the Devils 
Backbone stopping the westward spread of the fire and continuing with indirect line along the 
northern part of the western flank and indirect both north and south flanks. This will provide a 
strategic anchor which we can base all further operations from. The long term plan then 
becomes to fire off the indirect lines and secure these portions of the fire. Easterly movement 
of the interior part of the fire is expected to remain slow to moderate, providing ample time to 
then complete the eastern line construction and prepare to burn the remaining parts of the fire 
out. We will continue to look for opportunities to check the fire or contain the fire smaller, but 
these options will depend greatly on weather and resource availability in the future (2 weeks 
or more). 
Rationale: Reasoning behind this prospect is the tremendous volume of snags left from the 
1999 Megram fire (some patches 300 /ac) and the large dead and down fuel load arranged 
like jacked straw with loading of up to 200 tons/ac. Access is almost exclusively fly in, spike 
out, with a few trail heads and no road access at all. The chosen strategy will be costly due to 
the probability of a long term fire. However a direct strategy is considered to have a very low 
probability of success and would greatly increase ff exposure and risk to serious accident. 
Additionally direct actions resulting in failure could lead to fire crossing the Salmon Divide 
involving ten of thousands of additional acres and doubling or tripling the exposure to fire-
fighters over the long run. 
Leads: Forest Supervisors, IC, 
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Tribal Relations 
Directions and Intent 
 

• Collaborate with Hoopa Tribe, keeping them informed of strategy, progress and 

potential smoke impacts.  Keep Cultural Resource Advisors engaged in operational 

oversight. [WFDSS Incident Requirement]  

• Engage Resource Advisors from Six Rivers, Shasta Trinity and Klamath National 

Forests.  Identify concerns and address in daily operational activities. [WFDSS 

Incident Requirement]  
 

 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 
IAP Direction 
 

• Maintain relationships and ensure consultation with tribes in order to identify and 

protect cultural heritage values. [IAP Incident Objective] 

 

• Special Instructions in each 204 specific to that Divisions daily assignment (examples) 

- Consult with READs, HTGC and ARCH to protect sensitive cultural resources and 

prior to location sling sites, helispots, and spike camps. 
 

Key Decision Logs 
9-JUL-09  Initiate primary contingency action to improve Mill Creek Rd. to Box Camp. Analyze 

feasibility of a secondary line on Long Ridge. The primary contingency line would protect 
Hoopa Reservation. Threat is moderate until lines and burn out operations are complete on 
backbone ridge (In the event of fire crossing Devils Backbone Ridge and coming out of Red 
Cap Basin).This action will mitigate threat to Redcap Drainage and mitigate Hoopa Tribal 
concerns about fire coming onto reservation lands. Alternatives considered include: 
Constructing line within Wilderness along Packsaddle Ridge, and not constructing a 
contingency line. 
Outcomes and Learning: Mill Creek Contingency line proved to be useful to start thinking 
about options to further protect Hoopa Reservation and possibly will speed up planning to 
consider management ignited fire in the Wilderness. This proved to be an important down 
payment to expand collaborative efforts with the Hoopa Tribe. 
Leads: IC, FS Forest FMO, District Ranger, Tribal Rep. 
 

11-JUL-09  Allow light fitness level as requirement for non-fire fighter working on or near the line, 
such as Forest Service Archeologists and Resource Advisors in accordance with the existing 
MOU. This provides the basis for use of resources from agencies with different fire line 
guidelines. 
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC  

 
13-JUL-09  Permission obtained to use mechanical equipment on wilderness side of Mill Creek Rd 

to prepare a primary contingency line to protect Hoopa Reservation  
Leads: Regional Forester, IC, AA, FS, Tribal Liaison 

 
15-JUL-09  The Hoopa Chairman and Tribal OES Coordinator were provided a reconnaissance 

flight.  
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC, OPS 
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16-JUL-09  Integrate 9 Heritage Resource Advisors and 2 Tribal Representatives to staff work on 
the contingency lines. These 11 representatives from the Karuk and Hoopa Tribes are work 
with Plans in accordance with the Karuk and Hoopa Fire MOU. Three of the eleven are filling 
the two Tribal Representative positions from both Tribes. The nine remaining Heritage 
Resource advisors are assisting READS on Backbone Ridge, Salmon Ridge and Fern Ridge 
contingency lines. 

The 12 Divisions of strategic line construction - along the Backbone Ridge, Salmon 
Ridge and Fern Ridge including the contingency line in Mill Creek along the 8N02 Road east 
of Hoopa Reservation - span more than 27 miles. These areas are where cultural and 
spiritual sites are most prevalent. HRA’s are supporting over 15 crews as they hold and 
continue direct suppression actions on the Backbone Incident. Each division is over 1 to 2 
miles in length requiring the current number of field HRA’s to cover the ground in their 
overlapping respective aboriginal areas. This is why we need the current number of HRA’s on 
the incident. This Staffing plan was presented to and supported by NIMO plans Deputy Chief 
this morning after briefing because of the need to catch up on work that needs to be done as 
we consider Wilderness and suppression repair work. I also notified both Tribes that we will 
not need the Karuk 1 and Hoopa Type II crews to assist in the suppression repair around 
sensitive sites just yet. We need to know what the suppression repair plan will be. 
Leads: District Ranger, IC, Plans, HRA 
 

20-JUL-09 Retain 2 Type 1 crews to conduct Stage 1 suppression repair along Backbone Ridge 
as per the request of the District.  

 

Public interactions 
Directions and Intent 
 

• Keep cooperators, communities and concerned citizens informed.  Provide for public 

meetings, daily media updates and open communications. [WFDSS Incident Objective] 
 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 

IAP Direction 
 

• Keep cooperators, communities and concerned citizens informed. Provide for public 

meetings, daily media updates and open communications. [IAP Incident Objective] 
 

Key Decision Logs 
 
14-JUL-09       

Decision: Forest Supervisor requested that we not open up the main public river access site (big 
rock) to either day use or put in as we had planned to do on Thursday. 
Rationale: There is sufficient operational use of that area to warrant maintaining separation 
between air operations (the helispot is located near the access) and the public. 
Leads: Forest Supervisor, IC, Command and General staff 
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Fiscal Effectiveness/Efficiency 
 

Directions and Intent 
 

• Fiscal integrity is a high priority in management of the incident. It is the goal of the 

Forest to manage the incident in the most cost-effective manner as possible..” [Letter of 

Delegation]  

• Manage the fire in a cost effective manner commensurate with values at risk. [WFDSS 

Incident Objective] 

• Fire use/loss rate to be at or below 15% when the team closes the incident or is 

demobed from the Forest.[Letter of Delegation] 

 

 

Implementation Actions, Decisions, Issues 
 

IAP Direction 
• Special Instructions in each 204 specific to that Divisions daily assignment (examples) 

- Back haul equipment and supplies 

• Special plea made by logistics during 0600 Ops briefing, and message transmited to 

field during 0630 radio briefings. 

 
Key Decision Logs 
 
16-JUL-09        

Leads: IC, Forest Supervisors 
Decision: The Type 2 team will cycle out this weekend, to be replaced by a Type III 
organization supervised by NIMO by the 21st.  
Rationale: The fires both will be lined and contained within a couple of operational shifts, 
although with under-slung lines, numerous snags and some interior heat, there remains a 
need to retain crews and some sort of organization. 
Impact: Right sizing organization ensures fiscal and operational efficiency, fire-fighter safety. 

 
15-JUL-09        

Leads: IC, Deputy IC 
Decision: North Ops advised of new fire on the PNF. Heads up, may need H-512 and 2 heavy 
helicopters. We also offered Shasta Lake Type 1 crew. 
Rationale: Supporting the GACC for new fires is an expected SOP. We did determine that we 
could provide the requested A/C without critically impacting our operations. We had a Type 1 
crew in camp and unassigned. I felt it was the right thing to do to offer that resource also. We 
did assess what more we could provide, if asked. 
Impact: Operational (resource) efficiency for North Ops 

 

13-JUL-09        
Leads: IC, North OPS 
Decision: Release a CWN ATGS ship and replace with an exclusive use platform. 
Rationale: Financial efficiency. 
Impact: Ensures financial efficiency and fire-fighter safety.  

 

13-JUL-09  
Leads: Forest Supervisors, IC       
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 Decision: Go direct on both Red Spot and main Backbone fire. 
Rationale: The Backbone Fire is currently burning in two separate locations: A larger fire to the 
south and a smaller fire (Red Spot) to the north. Both fires are bounded on the western side 
by completed fire line. Indirect line and direct line is also in place to the south of Backbone 
and north of Red Spot, creating a three sided box the fires lie in. The fire spread is to the 
east. The current strategy is to continue line construction eastward eventually circling the fire 
with indirect line. The anticipated time required to completely encircle the fire with indirect 
line is approximately 28 days. The 14-day direct attack would employ highly skilled crews 
working under favorable weather and fuel conditions to accomplish what would otherwise be 
accomplished with twice the level of overall exposure to a number of risk factors, including 
the hazards of fire, aviation hazards, vehicle transportation hazards, and the need for 
emergency medical services. Redeploying crews to the direct option does not increase the 
risks associated with line operations and at the same time reduces overall exposure by 
offering a high probability of concluding the incident in half the time anticipated under the 
current strategy. Risk to crews is further reduced by concluding the incident within a time 
period for which a high level of EMS response is available. 

Impact: Ensures financial efficiency/effectiveness, Firefighter Safety, good Community and 
External Relations with a high probability of success.  

  
13-JUL-09  

Leads: Ops, Plans, Logistics, Finance 
Decision: Arranged remote check-in and check-out for crews who were coming from North of 
the fire and who were assigned to the North end of the fire. Met and discussed logistical and 
financial implications of not bringing crews through ICP for check-in and check-out 
(inspections supplies timesheets travel). Developed protocol to deliver to remote base-camp 
manager and Branch Chief to assure that procedures were handled correctly. They will FAX 
their time in ICP will prepare and FAX to them they\ll sign and FAX back. Basecamp manager 
will collect supplies. Someone will do vehicle inspections. For a copy of the protocol contact: 
Darrel Schwilling; dschwilling@fs.fed.us. 
Rationale: The action eliminated a 6 hours of driving time on windy narrow roads checking-in 
and checking out 
Impact: Ensures Firefighter Safety, Public Safety, Internal Organizational Issues, Operational 
(resource) efficiency, Financial efficiency/effectiveness. 

 
7-JUL-09        

Leads: Logistics 
Decision: Get the T1 line to camp turned on. ATT and Verizon merged this year and are still 
working out internal responsibilities. No one knows who can flip the switch to turn on access 
to the existing line to ICP. Luckily we found the Verizon Crisis line (1.800.981.9588). They 
donated use of a booster tower for ICP and lent IMT 30 wireless cards which allows access 
for wireless internet and cell phones. Alternatives are: OES trailer - but they may move to a 
higher priority fire so may not be a long-term solution and a NPS comm trailer from NIFC. 
Gaining T1 access to Willow VFW park should be pursued for the future. 
  An additional task to pursue may be to obtain a permanent electrical solution for the 
Willow Cr. ICP. A local contractor estimated $13,000-14,000 to establish a connection at the 
VFW park. Two spider boxes would also be needed to distribute ($8,000). This would 
eliminate the need for generators. Given that this camp is used frequently, this may be a 
more efficient long-term solution. 
Rationale: Need good internet access for GIS (RAVAR, FSPro, WFDSS) and other reporting 
and communication needs. 

 

 


